September 2020 Workshop Summary
157

registered participants

55

served on Concept Generation Teams supported by 17 facilitators and 10 mentors

58

NPS Students & Faculty participated on
concept generation teams, as facilitators,
panelists, moderators, mentors, and observers

23

served on four Discovery Panels as panelists
and moderators – 5 NPS Faulty and 18 guests

72

different organizations represented

2020 Challenge
How might emerging technologies; concepts; joint, combined and coalition forces contribute to enhancing
the resiliency of naval forces, logistics, and support facilities in an extended campaign against a peer
adversary?
How do we best prepare for war in the era of competition and robotics warfare?

WIC 2020 Scenario: Preparing for War 2035 – Resurrecting War Plan Blue

Event Description
The Naval Postgraduate School’s annual Warfare
Innovation Continuum (WIC) Workshop acts as an
innovation engine, leveraging our operationally-focused
students and defense-oriented faculty to address
complex fleet issues, from technical to ethical and from
concept-generation to experimentation. Diverse teams of
early career professionals from the fleet, Navy labs,
industry, and academia spend three and a half days
rapidly generating concepts of employment and risk
within a future conflict scenario. Public, private, and
academic
executives
vet
their
ideas
before
disseminating results throughout the U.S. Navy.
All opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not represent the official policy or positions of the Naval Postgraduate School, the United States Navy, the Office of the Secretary of Defense or any other
government entity. Nothing contained herein should be viewed as an endorsement of any product or service. DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.

Selected Concepts
Six Concept Generation Teams were facilitated through a seven-hour rapid concept
generation process. From the concepts they presented the following were selected as
concepts of interest:
CONCEPTS OF INTEREST – 2020

Distributed Autonomous Logistics: repurpose existing commercial systems during
wartime
AI for Port Operations: integrate AI into forward port operations
Project Shellgame: dynamic seabases to keep adversaries guessing at location and
function of forward bases
Resilient Infrastructure: high speed internet utility, "ruggedize" utilities for resilience,
agile manufacturing , spare production capacity, re-shore with automation
(Camo) Green New Deal: whole-of-society approach to leverage elements of social
investment programs and repurpose them in the event of war
Robotics and Autonomy for MILDEC: (details restricted)
Sensor Network System of Systems: full overarching concept of wide area autonomous
sense, track, and interdiction platforms
Networked Citizenry: incentivize skill generation and usage of networked citizenry and
general population
Tailored Industry Liaison Teams (TILTs): groups to support rapid mobilization through
quick reorganization of private assets

Key takeaways centered around allied nation forward-base
defense, port break-out systems, industry robustness, artificial
intelligence applications and mobilization. Process insights:
• Diverse perspectives on each concept generation team,
including sizable Singaporean contingent and a U.S.-only
classified effort resulted in a wide scope of solutions
• Panel format allowed for inputs from a wide variety of experts
in a very short time
• Inaugural 100% virtual workshop eliminated travel costs and
reduced many barriers to participation

Next Steps
Six concept generation teams presented nearly 30 concepts generated over three and a
half days for “Resurrecting War Plan Blue” – the 13th NPS NWSI Warfare Innovation Continuum

Workshop co-sponsored by CRUSER and CISER.
In this first ever virtual workshop, we had 157 registered
participants from NPS, industry, OPNAV, civilian academia, the Fleet, systems commands, NWC, MCU, Singapore,
Romania, Israel, and Columbia. Concept generation teams composed of NPS students, civilian engineers, and
researchers with diverse perspectives addressed issues related to forward base defense with partnered nations, port
break out systems, industry robustness, applications of artificial intelligence, and mobilization. We also had a
resident U.S. only team working at the secret level on information warfare technologies.

Four Discovery Panels and special presentations included speakers like Dr. Elisabeth Pate-Cornell (Stanford), Dr. Peter
Singer (New America), and Ms. Rana Foroohar (Financial Times), and all focused on topics related to National
resilience and new technologies in the areas of ISR, industry and supply chain, IAS, and biologics. We hope these
presentations and the conversations they inspired will carry on at the national level. In the final concept
presentations, the teams shared ideas ranging from ways to obtain industrial flexibility to redesigning the concept of
national mobilization in a network connected world. Integrating AI into port and base defense systems was a major
theme.
Our next step will be to synthesize all the concepts provided by the teams into a final report for distribution to our
own researchers and NWSI stakeholders. This report will influence NPS capstone classes, research topics,
experimentation, the SEA project, wargaming, prototyping and theses over the remaining nine months of the
Warfare Innovation Continuum “Resurrecting War Plan Blue”.

A full final report will be
available by November
2020. Please email
laengleh@nps.edu for
distribution.
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About Us
NWSI accelerates & enhances warfare concept &
capability development via interdisciplinary research
& education.

WIC uses classroom projects, theses, and research
to advance naval concepts, assess technologies and
develop tactics while enhancing our students’
educational, research, and combat skills.

CRUSER aligns academic coursework, military
research and institutional focus around robotics and
unmanned
systems
through
operational
experimentation, educational ventures, technical
symposia and concept-generation workshops.

CISER fuses artificial intelligence, operations
research, data science, modeling, simulation &
analytics through education, research, and innovation
adoption to prepare for multi-domain operations
dominated by intelligent systems.

NPS increases officer combat
effectiveness via compelling,
relevant, & sustainable higher
education & research.

